
HOW TO WRITE A DESIGN BRIEF EXAMPLE

Successful design comes down to an effective design brief. In this How to write an effective design brief and look at
strong design brief examples to guide you.

This is important because, with this, you can get responses from different agencies and helps you in the
decision-making of which designer should you choose. Setting realistic expectations at this stage will stress
and frustration down the road for both you and the client. However, not all business owners will have this
information. What type of car they drive? If you already have an old website, you must state whether or not
you want to alter its content. Who is the target market? Providing the budget upfront also allows designers to
know if the project is going to be worthwhile to complete. A design brief must have the ability to present a
design concept that can supply the needs of a particular design project within the range of the expected quality
of all stakeholders. Best practice here is to itemize costs so as not to surprise or overwhelm the client. You
should provide the designer with some examples of what you consider to be effective or relevant design even
if it is from your main competitors. Have research, development, and testing costs been considered? In
contrast to its name, this document does not need creative effects in writing. If the client has any important
dates for which they require certain design elements to be ready, such as the opening of an online store or a
product launch, that should be stated. Your Target Audience and Market One of the most important things to
include when you write your design brief, is a section about your target audience. A good design brief will
clarify the concept and objective, and make sure that everyone on board is aligned. Is the client looking to
appeal to individual customers or to businesses? Do not be too specific. Also, state the specific features of
each of these websites that you wish to apply to your new one. How can you make sure you have a brief that
works? What is your brand strategy? Tip: The copy and pictures used in a design are as crucial as the design
itself and you should clearly state who is going to be providing the copy and pictures if needed. Above all the
problem and brief must be easy to read and follow, clearly saying what the problem is and how you intend to
solve it. In turn, this can save them the potential hassle of having to go back into old files and adapting them
for additional assets. The design brief also allows you the client to focus on exactly what you want to achieve
before any work starts on the project. Please note that it can take up to 15 minutes for our email to reach your
inbox. To do so, you can use this guide as a pointer to explain to your client what a good brief looks like, or to
remind yourself which questions you need to ask in order to approach the project more informed,
well-researched and prepared. By having a template ready, it shows them your professionalism and ultimately
saves them and you a lot of time and money. Another thing to consider here is, what will make this project a
success? Who is providing the copy? This can come in the form of visual references, as well as a written
description. Final approver. In this section, you can also add a call to action and the contact methods that
designers could contact you.


